Remote Learning EY: What we have
learned
October 16th, 2020 (8:00am)

The Survey Says….
As a result of the surveys and feedback we have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reviewed remote learning requirements and online safety
Reviewed and created a balanced programme for students, families and
teachers
Accommodated multiple circumstances – whilst maintaining balance and
quality learning
Ensured consistency in delivery whilst being age appropriate
Developed consistent expectations
Ensured curriculum coverage
Provided additional opportunities for face to face learning
Provided additional opportunities for off-line learning
Supported community well-being – provide social opportunities
Prepared & are ready to go at very short notice (1 day required to set-up)
Developed and shared common understanding of platforms
Added help desks and support

Remote Learning Priorities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student safety
Creating a balanced programme
Provide parent guidance and education
Understanding responsibilities and expectations
Creating age appropriate programmes
Setting up a framework of support
Collaborative planning
Curriculum delivery and assessment
Online and offline engagements
Zoom and face to face learning
Managing the ups and downs, well-being, emotional wellness, families
and staff
Providing a balanced programme
Maintaining quality learning online

Our Quality Learning Behaviours
Inspiring Individuals Strive for Understanding…
Set clear expectations regarding what learning looks like in the virtual classroom. Review
classroom agreements and add expectations regarding remote learning, signing up for online
classes, participation, and completing assignments. Provide avenues of communication if
students need to reach out if they do not understand and support if required.
Inspiring Individuals nurture passion in self and others...
By working together and having students and teachers share their passions online we can
encourage others to see what is important to us. Being passionate learners and participating in
the virtual classroom will help to build a sense of inclusivity, belonging and community.
Inspiring Individuals take action ethically….
Remote learning promotes agentic behaviours, students by the very nature of the learning
platform are required to voice their opinions, make choices and take additional responsibility
for their learning, supporting the development of the IBLP and characteristics such as
independence, resilience and student agency.
Inspiring individuals create a caring and inclusive community …
Being caring and safe online is very important, creating a virtual classroom community to
support each other in our learning and teaching practices. Incorporate the learner profile and
collaboratively develop virtual classroom agreements to support the inclusivity of our entire
learning community whilst promoting digital citizenship.

The Importance of Communication
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication with parents
Face to face (Virtual) meetings
Accessibility for students
Planning and staff meetings
Surveys and feedback
Listening and hearing
Reflecting on the programme
Professional development
Well-being
Help Desks
Open channels

Learning and Teaching
Our Aim is to provide as regular of a school day as
possible for our students:
• School Day begins at 7:50 and ends at 2:30
• Regular breaks throughout the day for snacks and
lunch, nap time, as timetabled for each grade level.
• Curriculum coverage across all subject domains.
• Specialist classes timetabled across the grade.
• Ongoing feedback, reflection and assessment.
• Support for students/parents when needed.
• School events to happen when possible.

Student Support

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EAL support
Learning support
Counseling
Differentiation
A little extra help
Specialist classes
Help Desks

House Sharing on Padlet

Events
House days, Spirit Days, Dance challenge, Earth Day, Virtual Field Trips, SIlly Hat & Hair days, G5 Graduation & Exhibition

Preparations
•
•
•
•
•

School Packages
Exercise books
Stationary
Reading materials
Recommended home
package
• Access to the blog
• Student preparation

It will take one day for staff
to prepare and plan for an
extended closure.

Online Safety-Staff Awareness
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Awareness of online behaviours, follow the
school expectations and requirements
Review the KIS Child Protection Policy and the
Code of Conduct.
Awareness of professionalism, this is a virtual
classroom, behave as you would in your school
classroom.
Review online safety guidelines with students.
Be aware of student behaviours and attitudes,
utilize the KIS Quality Learning Behaviours, the
IB Learner Profile and your Classroom
Agreements to support and deliver expectations
Record zoom/google meets online meetings
Do not leave students alone in online ‘face to
face’ learning environments, the teacher must
always be present

Student Online Safety
We use ICT:
•
•
•
•
•

To document our learning; making it available to all parties
To provide opportunities for rapid feedback and reflection
To provide access to a broad range of tools to store, organize and present our learning
To encourage and allow communication with a wide-ranging audience
To provide a platform for learning when we learn from home

KIS acknowledges the transformative potential of technology, when it is used purposefully and meaningfully as a tool to facilitate
learning.
• In order to use ICT at KIS we are Internet Awesome. It means being smart, alert, strong, kind, and brave. To demonstrate
these qualities, I will stick to the following guidelines:
• I will thoughtfully consider what I share and with whom and keep extra sensitive information to myself (i.e., home address,
current location, other people’s business). I will share all ICT equipment and take good care of it.
• I will watch out for phishing and scams and report questionable activity every time.
• I will take responsibility for protecting important information by crafting strong and unique passwords with characters,
numbers, and symbols.
• I will spread positivity and use the skills I have learned to block and report negative behaviors, especially bullying.
• I will use my voice when I notice inappropriate behavior and seek out a trusted adult to discuss situations that make me
uncomfortable.
The overall aim of the ICT use at KIS is to integrate the Learner Profile and the PYP Essential Elements by investigating,
creating, communicating, collaborating, organizing and becoming responsible digital citizens. To enhance learning experiences
we utilize a wide range of applications depending on the purpose, and especially if we are learning from home. .

Online Safety

Accessing Programmes & Platforms

Programmes & Applications
For parent use

● Comment on your
child’s posts
● Notified of new posts
of your child
● Seesaw is private.
● Parent notifications

For student use only

Students post by:
○ Responding to an activity
○ Creating a post
○ Requires approval by
teacher before going live

Programmes & Applications
RAZ Kids (Reading A-Z)
Students can listen to, read,
and answer a quiz on books in
- Reading Room
- Levelling up
- Teacher assigned books
Apple App
Android App

Weekly Planning

Weekly Planning includes:
1. Planning document
2. Timetable with links
3. Resources required

Daily Plans

●
●
●
●

Daily tasks for students to complete (Seesaw)
Daily timeline (guide only)
Estimated time to complete task
Challenge tasks included

EY: Getting organised
Sharing materials needed for the week ahead with families

•

Learning Intention (s):
– Listen to information
– Ask for clarification
– Express yourself using
words and sentences
– Participate in
conversations
–

•

Monday mornings first
learning engagement (after
the good morning video
message):
– Families, show and read
through what materials
your child will need to
collect and have ready
for their learning
engagements
– Discuss them together
– Gather and organise
them ready for the day,
consecutive days or the
week ahead

EY: A daily Engagement of many
Learning Outcome(s)
Central Idea: Personal interests and experiences impact
our learning.
Exploring our personal interests:
I can statements (reflective of the Learner Outcomes)
•
•
•
•

I can share my story preferences with others
I can talk about how images and language work together to
convey ideas
I can express myself using words and sentences
I can negotiate ideas and knowledge with peers, teachers
and others

Engagement:
1. Choose a book that you really like
2. Think about what makes you like it so much
3. Share (read) the book with a family member
4. Talk about your favorite part of the book with them
5. Ask them to share their favourite part of the book with
you
6. Together, create a piece of artwork that shows both
your favourite parts of the book (post this on seesaw)
7. And/or share a voice clip of you both discussing this on
Seesaw

What did Learning Look Like in EY?
We would like to share some
examples...

EY1: UOI Play
Learning Outcome (s)

Science involves exploring and
observing the world using the
senses.
•

Sharing observations is an
important part of exploring and
investigating the things and
places around us. (line of
inquiry/science)

Description of engagement
For our UOI, Play, EY1 were invited
to explore various types of sensory
play. We made our own paint and
then created pieces of art with our
homemade concoctions. We then
shared what we had learned and
made with our teachers and friends
on Zoom and through photos on
Seesaw!

EY2: UOI Materials
Concept: Change:
How does the rice change as you
prepare your play materials?
Learning Outcome(s)
Literacy: Following and
documenting step by step
instructions.
Description of engagement:
EY 2 Students documented and
followed step by step instructions
to create their own learning
materials, colored rice for play.
They also observed change in the
rice as they followed the process
and them discussed.

EY3: UOI Nature Inspires
Learning Outcome(s)
Research a question and communicate
findings through writing and drawing (ATL:
research skills)
Description of engagement
The children were asked to investigate the
natural features of an animal or plant, find
out how the features helped the animal or
plant and make connections to something
that is man made.
Making connections from home.
Here we see a child demonstrating his
findings about Gecko’s.

G1 : Building Design
Learning Outcome (s)

1. Plan

Central Idea: Building design
reflects purpose, location and
available resources.
Description of engagement
Students applied their
understanding of the Central Idea
by planning and designing a
building.
Their plan was developed over an
entire week so that the students
could focus on one aspect at a
time and think deeply about it. For
example, Part B focused on 3D
shapes that would be best to use.

3. Construction

2. Diagram

In a video, Arthur explains his airport
construction. He was challenged to
use only resources available in his
home, experiencing one of the
construction constraints faced by
people throughout history. (use of
available resources)

G1: Reading Strategies
Learning Outcome (s)
R3a:Demonstrate ability to use a
variety of reading strategies in their
reading.

By Ai, Grade 1

Description of engagement
Over 3 days, the students were
introduced to different elements of
the reading strategy: Making
Connections with a Text.
1. Text to Self connections
2. Text to Text connections
3. Text to World connections
The process was modelled in videos
and then the students shared their
own connections with books from an
online resource (Raz kids,
Tumblebooks) or home collections.

Mr John modelling what to do in a video

Every Cloud….

•
•
•
•
•

Soft Start to the school year
Drive through drop-off
In-school Transitions
Unit reviews
Early Student Assessment
Agency/Independence
• Confidence with ICT
• Integration skills

